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Abbreviations: MV, measles virus; AMS, atypical measles 
syndrome; FMIV, formalin inactivated MV 

Introduction
Measles invariably leads to a permanent immunity to the virus. 

Measles virus vaccination is reported to provide also long term 
immunity, most probably in the absence of endemic measles virus 
(MV) transmission. Rates of MV vaccination should reach more than 
95%, in order to secure herd immunity.1 

Nevertheless, immune deficiency develops regularly, in spite 
of a lifelong specific immunity to the virus. Two notions add some 
confusion onto the concept of human protection against the MV. By 
“immune waning” it is understood that immunity to MV gradually 
diminishes, spontaneously or otherwise. A majority of relevant studies 
exclude this occurrence in classic measles.2 Two publications are 
cited, which underline the hazy boundary between classic measles and 
atypical measles syndrome (AMS), as they relate to immune waning. 
It remains to confirm that a two-dose MMR vaccine has indeed been 
provided. 3,4

“Secondary vaccine failure” has referred, among others, to 
vaccination with the live attenuated MV, as it is followed by the 
incidence of AMS.5,6 The AMS differs by major features from typical 
measles. The AMS is a rare disorder, now even more infrequent, 
at least apparently. This disorder affects older patients, showing a 
polymorphous rash, involving specifically hands and feet; pulmonary 
nodules; functional hepatic disturbances; prolonged fever and Koplik 
spots that persist for 7 days or more. This disease, first described in 
1963, followed vaccination with a formalin inactivated MV (FMIV) 
vaccine. The subsequent exposure to wild-type MV seemed necessary 
for AMS to occur. The FMIV conferred protection which lasted a few 
months, but was followed by an abrupt drop of titers. In AMS, anti-
MV antibody titers are about 1:160, which is rare in typical measles.7,8

To underline the ease by which the diagnosis of AMS can be missed, 
an article is cited, which describes 291 soldiers diagnosed as suffering 

from measles. The patients were young adults with abdominal pain, 
diarrhea and vomiting (33%); Koplik spots that lasted about 7 days; 
abnormal liver function tests (86%). The diagnosis of AMS in most or 
all the cohort was probably missed. The type of the anti-MV vaccine 
used prior to the event was not identified.3

In 2015, Levine et al reported the status of the MV immunity, 20 
years after the two-dose MMR vaccine was introduced. In 1996, 95.6% 
of the cohort had shown positive MV antibodies, while in 2007, these 
positive results had dropped to 85%. In this report, one is probably 
dealing with the development of a state of waning immunity.4 Since 
several events involving the immune system have occurred, driving 
the network to various, often conflicting directions, the mechanism 
delineating the effect of the MV is poorly characterized.

Conclusion
A number of events, mostly of immune nature and often showing 

discordant trends, may result from infection or vaccination with the 
MV. One of the consequences seems to involve the development of 
waning immunity, but, whether this occurrence concerns also classic 
measles, is controversial.2
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Abstract

A striking occurrence will mark an acute infection with the measles virus. The patient soon 
acquires a lifelong specific immunity to the virus. But, unexpectedly, a transient cellular 
immune deficiency takes place as well, for several months. The causes of this paradox 
have not been entirely elucidated. An atypical measles syndrome was scrutinized in order 
to evaluate the immune status of patients who developed this disorder, subsequently to 
the administration of the formalin inactivated measles virus vaccine. Although considered 
not to occur in classic measles, an immune waning develops, at least, in atypical measles 
syndrome.
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